English
In English, we have a 30 minutes phonic/ spelling session daily
where we will consolidate and further our phonic understanding
and learn new spelling rules and patterns. What is learnt during
these sessions will feed into our daily English lessons.
We will also have a specific spelling, punctuation and grammar
lesson once a week which will then be embedded in future
English sessions.
During our genre work, we will be writing stories based on
stories from other cultures and also newspaper reports based on
Sports Day. We will be completing writing based around our
seaside topic also, this writing may include descriptive writing,
instruction writing, invitations and letters, information texts
and poems.
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Art/DT

Maths

In art this term we will be creating our own
beautiful beach scenes based on an UK or
Australian beach. We will also be making 3D
hanging ‘perspective boxes’.

In maths this term we will be continuing our work on the four
operations, with some emphasis on greater depth knowledge. We
will also be working on measure and securing our knowledge of
money.
We will continue number and place value work – securing our
knowledge of 2 digit numbers. We will also continue learning
problem solving strategies where we will have an opportunity to
use and apply our mathematical knowledge.
These will be taught in conjunction with learning vital number
facts including counting in multiples of 2, 5 and 10 and learning
number bonds to 10 and 20. As well as this will work on weekly
mental maths, Magic Maths and arithmetic work.
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Science
In science this term we will find out why different things float
and sink, make a floating jelly fish, a floating fish and float
orange peel to show how air rises in water. We will also
investigate bobbing raisins to show how gas helps objects to
float. We will show how adding salt to water can change the
density to make things float and make a carrot submarine.

PE
We will continue outdoor and adventurous activities through forest
school and will be taking part in a multi skills festival at Somervale
Secondary School. As well as this we will also be continuing Sports Day
practise.

Computing
In computing this term, we will be programming a toy to move
around a map to find buried treasure. We will start by thinking of
algorithms for our routes and then input these as stored programs for
the Beebot. We will predict how the Beebot will move and debug
programs.

Music
RE
In RE this term, we will be considering why our world is
special. We will discuss how we feel about the natural
world. We will think about what songs, poems, prayers
and stories say about God as a creator. We will also
identify different ways to show what we think and believe
about the World.

In music this term, we will be
exploring interesting sounds. This will
be linked with sounds discovered at
the seaside.

